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Evolution of the electronic structure from electron-doped to hole-doped states
in the two-dimensional Mott-Hubbard system La1.17ÀxPbxVS3.17

A. Ino,1,* T. Okane,1 S.-I. Fujimori,1 A. Fujimori,1,2 T. Mizokawa,2 Y. Yasui,3 T. Nishikawa,3 and M. Sato3
1Synchrotron Radiation Research Center, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Mikazuki, Hyogo 679-5148, Japan

2Department of Complexity Science and Engineering, University of Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-0033, Japan
3Department of Physics, Nagoya University, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya 464-8602, Japan

~Received 14 January 2004; published 28 May 2004!

The filling-controlled metal-insulator transition~MIT ! in a two-dimensional Mott-Hubbard system
La1.172xPbxVS3.17 has been studied by photoemission spectroscopy. With Pb substitutionx, chemical potential
m abruptly jumps by;0.07 eV betweenx50.15 and 0.17, indicating that a charge gap is opened atx
.0.16 in agreement with the Mott insulating state of thed2 configuration. When holes or electrons are doped
into the Mott insulator ofx.0.16, the gap is filled and the photoemission spectral weight atm, %(m),
gradually increases in a similar way to the electronic specific-heat coefficient, although the spectral weight
remains depressed aroundm compared to that expected for a normal metal, showing a pseudogap behavior in
the metallic samples. The observed behavior of%(m)→0 for x→0.16 is contrasted with the usual picture that
the electron effective mass of the Fermi-liquid system is enhanced towards the metal-insulator boundary. With
increasing temperature, the gap or the pseudogap is rapidly filled up, and the spectra atT5300 K appears to
be almost those of a normal metal. Near the metal-insulator boundary, the spectra aroundm are consistent with
the formation of a Coulomb gap, suggesting the influence of long-range Coulomb interaction under the
structural disorder intrinsic to this system.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.195116 PACS number~s!: 71.30.1h, 79.60.2i, 71.27.1a, 71.20.Be
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I. INTRODUCTION

For more than a decade, extensive studies have been
voted to clarifying how the electronic structure evolves
filling-controlled metal-insulator transition~MIT ! systems in
the presence of strong electron correlation,1 stimulated by the
discovery of high-Tc superconductivity in the cuprates. Em
pirically, many three-dimensional perovskite-typ
3d-transition-metal oxides become insulators when the b
filling approaches an integer number.2 For example,
La12xSrxTiO3 shows a filling-controlled MIT atx.0.06; the
electron effective massm* is enhanced on approaching th
metal-insulator phase boundary from the metallic side.3–5 Si-
multaneously, the quasiparticle~QP! band at the chemica
potential m becomes narrower, and the spectral weight
transferred from the QP band to the lower Hubbard band5,6

In a two-dimensional system La22xSrxCuO4, on the other
hand, the effective massm* decreases towards the meta
insulator phase boundary, a pseudogap in the normal sta
formed and eventually evolves into the Mott insulati
gap.7,8 In order to induce the relationship between the dim
sionality and the behavior of the electronic states near M
it is necessary to study the electronic structure of other t
dimensional filling-controlled systems. In addition, when w
discuss the behavior of the filling-controlled MIT, we shou
also consider the effect of structural disorder, which is ine
tably introduced into the system by atom substitution to
alize the filling control. Under the influence of disorder
real systems,9 a small number of doped carriers are necess
ily Anderson localized and thus feel a long-range Coulo
interaction. The above factors intricately involved in the M
of correlated systems should be seriously considered, sin
variety of phenomena including high-Tc superconductivity
0163-1829/2004/69~19!/195116~8!/$22.50 69 1951
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and colossal magnetoresistance appear near the fil
controlled MIT.

Recently, filling control over a very wide doping rang
encompassing both electron and hole doping has been
ized in a two-dimensional ‘‘misfit-layer’’ compound syste
La1.172xAxVS3.17 (A5Sr or Pb).10–13The crystal structure is
composed of alternately stacking LaS and VS2 layers.14,15

While the structure of the LaS layer is a distorted rock-s
type, the VS2 layer forms a two-dimensional triangular la
tice of the V atoms which are octahedrally surrounded b
atoms. Therefore, while the lattice constants of LaS and V2

layers may be commensurate in one direction, they are in
tably incommensurate in the other direction. Remarkab
both electron doping (x&0.16) and hole doping (x*0.16)
are possible within the single system, and theref
La1.172xAxVS3.17 is an unique system for studying the filling
controlled MIT. According to the electrical resistivit
measurement,10–12 the system become most insulating wh
the substitutionx approachesx.0.16, where the triply de-
generatedt2g orbitals of V 3d are filled by two electrons.
Assuming that the doped hole concentrationd is given by
d[x20.16~and hence that the doped electron concentra
is given by2d[0.162x), the holes and electrons are dop
up to d.0.19 and2d.0.16, respectively. Also the Hal
coefficient and thermoelectric power measurements10,11 have
indicated that the carrier density decreases towards the i
lating limit x.0.16 and the carrier changes its sign betwe
x,0.15 andx>0.17. Furthermore, those two transport pro
erties are considerably temperature dependent in a sim
way to the high-Tc cuprates. Another similarity to the cu
prates is that the low-temperature electronic specific-heat
efficient g diminishestowards the Mott insulating state.12 In
the insulating phase of La1.172xAxVS3.17, a nonmagnetic be-
©2004 The American Physical Society16-1
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A. INO et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 195116 ~2004!
havior has been indicated by a nuclear-magnetic-reson
~NMR! study.13 Lattice distortions in the insulating samp
x50.17 are suggested by anomalies at;280 K in the tem-
perature dependence of the thermal dilatation and the u
sound velocity.12

In the present study, the electronic structure
La1.172xPbxVS3.17 is systematically studied by means of ph
toemission spectroscopy. We have investigated the chem
potential shift with carrier-doping, and the doping and te
perature dependence of the density of states~DOS! of the V
3d band. We also discuss possible effects of structural di
der under strong electron correlations near the MIT.

II. EXPERIMENT

Polycrystalline samples of La1.172xPbxVS3.17 (x
50, 0.1, 0.15, 0.17, 0.25, 0.3, and 0.35! were prepared
by sintering a mixture of La2S3, Pb, V, and S powders a
1050–1150 °C. X-ray powder-diffraction patterns indicat
that single-phase samples were obtained.10 Details of the
sample preparation are described elsewhere.10–12 High-
resolution photoemission spectroscopy was performed
the valence band, using a GAMMADATA-SCIENTA SES
2002 hemispherical electron-energy analyzer and
GAMMADATA-SCIENTA VUV-5010 helium discharge
lamp. The overall instrumental resolution was 4 meV inclu
ing the natural width of the excitation source. The base p
sure in the spectrometer chamber was about 3310210 Torr.
Clean surfaces were obtained by scrapingin situ with a dia-
mond file. All the spectra were recorded within 90 and
min after scraping atT514 K andT5300 K, respectively,
so that the signals of broad spectral features around26 eV
and 28 eV due to surface contamination became inapp
ciable. Also x-ray photoemission spectroscopy~XPS! and
x-ray absorption spectroscopy~XAS! were performed for
core levels. The XPS spectra were collected using a dou
pass cylindrical-mirror analyzer, using the MgK a line
(hn51253.6 eV). The XAS spectra were collected in t
total electron yield method using synchrotron radiation
beamline 2 of Photon Factory, High Energy Accelerators R
search Organization. The base pressure in the vacuum c
ber was in low 10210 Torr range, and the spectra were tak
at liquid-nitrogen temperatureT577 K and atT550 K for
XPS and XAS, respectively. The overall energy resolut
was approximately 1.0 eV and 0.7 eV for XPS and XA
respectively. Throughout the photoemission measureme
energies were carefully calibrated using gold evaporated
the sample surface just after each series of measuremen

III. RESULTS

A. Chemical-potential shift

Valence-band spectra of La1.172xPbxVS3.17 are shown in
Fig. 1. The broad band around;24 eV and the peak a
;20.5 eV are mainly derived from the S 3p and V 3d
orbitals, respectively. The spectral weight atm is depressed
at T514 K for all the compositions including the metall
samples, although there should be no energy gap no
19511
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pseudogap in the V 3d band according to the local-density
approximation~LDA ! band-structure calculation of the pa
ent material VS2.16

The energy shift of the S 3p band can be accurately de
termined from the valence-band spectra, because we find
the spectral shape of the S 3p band remains virtually un-
changed except for a rigid energy shift with Pb substitut
x. Although it appears that the intensity of the second
background slightly changes with samples in the low
kinetic-energy region (E,25 eV), the secondary back
ground hardly affects the spectra in the higher kinetic-ene
region (E.24 eV). Figures 2~a! and 2~b! show that the
spectra of the leading edge of the S 3p peak have almos
identical curve in a wide energy range for all the compo
tions. Therefore, we have determined the S 3p shift from the
energy shift of the leading-edge midpoint of the S 3p peak,
as shown in Fig. 2~c!.

The rigid-band-like shift of the S 3p band is most likely
due to the shift of the chemical potentialm with carrier dop-
ing. In order to confirm this, the energy shifts of the co
levels have been measured as in the previous studies on
filling-controlled materials.17–21As shown in Fig. 3, the La,
Pb, and S core levels follow the shift of the S 3p valence
band within experimental uncertainties. On the other ha
the V core level is shifted in the opposite direction, i.
towards higher binding energies with hole doping. This sh
is caused by the extra contributions from the varying num
of transition-metald electrons, so-called chemical shift, as
the cases of the other filling-controlled materials.17–21 As
shown by the plot at the bottom of Fig. 3, the energy diffe
ence between V 2p and S 3p, (EV 2p2ES 3p) shows nearly
linear dependence onx. Therefore, the observed V 2p shift is
decomposed into two components: one is the shift which
linear in x and the other is the shift which is common to a
the core levels and the valence band. The former shif
proportional to the V valence and the latter common sh
should reflect the shift of the chemical potential. Here,
changes in the Madelung potential upon substituting Pb

FIG. 1. Valence-band spectra of La1.172xPbxVS3.17, taken atT
514 K using the HeI resonance line (hn521.2 eV). Spectral
weight nearm is depressed for all the compositions.
6-2
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EVOLUTION OF THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE FROM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 195116 ~2004!
La does not account for the experimental result, because
should be different between the different atomic sites, p
ticularly between the cations and anions. The present resu
remarkably similar to the cases of the other filling-controll
systems in that all the core levels except for the core leve
the transition-metal element are shifted by the same am
owing to the chemical-potential shift.17–21

Thus, we identify the energy shift of the S 3p valence
band shown in Fig. 2~c! as representing the chemica
potential shift. Then, one may find that the chemical pot
tial is abruptly shifted by;0.07 eV betweenx50.15 and
0.17. It is difficult to use the V 3d band as a direct measur
of the chemical-potential shift, because the spectral shap
the V 3d have largex-dependence. Nevertheless, a discon
nuity has also been observed in the energy shifts of the le
ing edge, peak and tail of the V 3d band, as shown in Fig. 4
Therefore, we concluded that the shift of the chemical pot
tial jumps betweenx50.15 and 0.17, i.e., across the Mo
insulating state. This suggests that an energy gap is op
whenx;0.16 or when the filling of the V 3d band becomes
2 and that the magnitude of the gap is;0.07 eV. When a
sufficient number of carriers are doped, namely, in the ov
doped regionudu*0.1 the chemical potentialm is monoto-

FIG. 2. Energy shift of the S 3p valence band.~a! Valence-band
spectra normalized to the maximum spectral intensity arou
24 eV. Secondary backgrounds have been subtracted from
spectra. The leading edge of the S 3p band is rigidly shifted with Pb
concentrationx. ~b! Enlarged view of the valence-band spec
around the leading-edge midpoint of the S 3p band.~c! Chemical-
potential shift deduced from the energy shift of the leading edg
the S 3p band as a function ofx. The energy shift shows a jum
between the electron- and hole-doped sides.
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nously shifted as in a normal metal on both the electron-
hole-doped sides. In the underdoped region, on other h
the shift of the chemical potential is deviated from the mon
tonic behavior and seems to be suppressed towards the
lator limit. Since the spectral weight decreases towardsm,
the observed suppression of the chemical-potential shif
inconsistent with the rigid band picture of the convention
band insulator, but in good agreement withDm}d2, which
has been predicted for the two-dimensional Hubb
model,22 as shown by dotted lines in Fig. 5.

B. Doping dependence of the electronic structure

The doping dependence of the V 3d valence-band spectr
has been investigated at low temperatureT514 K. The re-
sult is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The V 3d band shows a
general trend of being shifted towardsm with substitution of
Pb for La. Since the spectral intensity atm always remains

he

f

FIG. 3. Energy shifts of the La 3d, Pb 4f , S 2p, and V 3d core
levels. The energy shift of the V 2p→3d x-ray absorption edge is
also shown.
6-3
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FIG. 4. Energy shift of the V 3d band. ~a!
Spectra of the V 3d band normalized to the maxi
mum spectral intensity at the V 3d band peak.
The energy shifts of the leading edge and tail
the V 3d band are determined, respectively, b
the 70% and 85% level of the V 3d maximum
intensity around20.5 eV. ~b! Energy shifts of
the leading edge, the peak, and the tail of the
3d band. While the spectral shape of V 3d band
gradually changes withx, a discontinuous energy
shift has also been observed for V 3d between
x50.15 and 0.17.
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low, the total width of the V 3d band becomes somewh
narrower with increasingx. It should be noted that betwee
x50.15 and 0.17, the higher binding-energy side of the Vd
band is rigidly shifted by a large amount in spite of the sm
change inx, implying that the chemical potential jump
across the gap between the electron- and hole-do
samples, as described above.

Starting from the Mott insulatorx.0.16, when the elec
trons are doped, a weak Fermi edge appears as shown in
7~a!, and the spectral weight within;0.1 eV of m is in-
creased at the cost of the decrease in the spectral we
around20.5 eV. This means that spectral-weight trans
occurs upon electron doping from;20.5 eV to nearm. If
one takes into account the upward chemical-potential s
by ;0.1 eV fromx50.15 tox50, the spectral-weight trans
fer into the gap region should be considered even large
schematically illustrated in Fig. 8. When the holes are do
into the x.0.16 Mott insulator, the spectral weight in th
vicinity of m increases. However, the increase rate fromx
50.17 to 0.35 is lower than that expected from thex50.17
spectrum shifted according to the rigid-band model. This
plies that spectral weight is depleted aroundm from what

FIG. 5. Chemical-potential shift as a function of the square
the hole concentration,d2sgn(d), showing a behavior asDm}d2.
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would be expected from the rigid-band model for all t
compositions as a result of pseudogap formation, as il
trated in Fig. 8.

The spectral weight atm, %(m), plotted in Fig. 7~c! has
been determined by integrating the spectral intensity in
energy range ofE.10 meV. Although %(m) is always
small, it shows a clear doping dependence resembling
doping dependence of thermodynamic properties, as sh
in Fig. 7~c!. Here, the spectral intensities for the differe
compositions have been normalized to the maximum int
sity of the S 3p band. Corresponding to the fact that th
electrical resistivity shows the transition to the insulator
the vicinity of x.0.16,10–12%(m) decreases asx→0.16, i.e.,
as the carrier density decreases either from the elect
doped side or the hole-doped side. Figures 7~b! and 7~c!
show that the doping dependence of%(m) is similar to that

f

FIG. 6. Doping dependence of the V 3d valence-band spectra
taken atT514 K. The samplesx50.17 and 0.15 are slightly hole
and electron-doped, respectively, and show a rather large differ
in spite of the small difference inx.
6-4
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EVOLUTION OF THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE FROM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 195116 ~2004!
of the low-temperature electronic specific-heat coeffici
g,12 which is proportional to the QP density atm, N* (m).
The doping dependence ofg indicates that no enhanceme
in the electron effective massm* occurs near the metal-to
insulator transition in the present system. Alternatively,
present photoemission results suggest that the transitio
the insulator is caused by the reduction of the effective c
rier number due to the pseudogap formation.23

C. Temperature dependence of the electronic structure

Next, the temperature dependence of the gap and
pseudogap in La1.172xPbxVS3.17 was investigated. The resu
for the insulating samplex50.15 is shown in Fig. 9. As
the temperature increases, dramatic spectral we
transfer occurs as shown in the figure: the intensity aro

FIG. 7. ~a! Doping dependence of photoemission spectra aro
m taken atT514 K. The spectral intensities for the different com
positions have been normalized to the maximum intensity of th
3p band. The gold Fermi edge is also shown.~b! Doping depen-
dence of the low-temperature electronic specific-heat coefficieng,
taken from Ref. 12.~c! Doping dependence of the photoemissi
intensity at m, %(m), approximately determined by integratin
spectral intensity in the energy range ofE.210 meV.

FIG. 8. Schematic picture illustrating the evolution of the lo
energy electronic structure with carrier doping. The dashed cu
are the spectrum of the insulator.
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m (E*20.3 eV) increases, while the peak intensity of the
3d band (21.2&E&20.4 eV) decreases. Here, the ener
scale corresponding to the temperature change (4kBT
&0.1 eV) is of the order of the energy gap;0.06 eV, while
the spectral weight transfer occurs over a much wider ene
range (;1 eV), as have been observed in many stron
correlated systems. In order to eliminate the effect of
temperature dependence of the Fermi-Dirac distribut
function and to extract the intrinsic temperature depende
of the pseudogap line shape,24,25 the spectra have been d
vided by the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, as shown
Fig. 10~b!. The figure clearly shows that the gap of the ins
lating x50.15 sample is rapidly filled with temperature. Th
increase of the spectral weight atm is continuous and mono
tonic at least fromT514 K to 300 K, and shows no anomal
at T.280 K unlike the thermal dilatation and the ultrasou
velocity. Figure 11 schematically illustrates the evolution
the electronic structure with increasing temperature.

In Fig. 10, temperature-dependent spectra are also sh
for several different composition. It should be noted that
gap filling with temperature looks quite similar for all th
compositions, and does not depend on whether it has a
gap or a pseudogap. At room temperature 300 K, the spe
intensity atm is filled up to about half of the peak intensit
of the V 3d band, so that the spectra at 300 K appear alm
those of a normal metal.

IV. DISCUSSION

Now, we discuss on the nature of the metal-to-insula
transition in La1.172xPbxVS3.17. Since the threet2g orbitals
of the V 3d states are thought to be nearly degenerate,
insulating state aroundx.0.16 is difficult to be understood
as a conventional band insulator, and should be explaine
a Mott insulator induced by the repulsive electron-electr
interaction. In fact, the observed critical behavior of t
chemical-potential shift around MIT is consistent with th
Mott-Hubbard model calculation. Then, the nonmagnetic
havior of the insulating state of La1.172xPbxVS3.17 at low
temperatures would be interpreted as due to a singlet for

d

S

es

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of the V 3d valence-band
spectrum forx50.15. As the temperature increases, the spec
weight aroundm increases, while the spectral weight around the
3d peak position is reduced.
6-5
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FIG. 10. Temperature dependence of the photoemission spectra aroundm, divided by the Fermi-Dirac distribution function forx50,
0.15, 0.17, and 0.35. It is clearly shown that the gap or the pseudogap is rapidly filled with increasing temperature.
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tion out of the atomicS51 state of thed2 configuration, e.g.,
the formation of a small cluster such as V3 trimer.13 In the
case of the weak interaction limit, such a picture of the
sulating state becomes that of a charge-density-wave~CDW!
insulator. Whether the interaction is strong or weak, th
insulating states require lattice distortion ,which is inde
observed as the anomaly in the thermal dilatation and in
ultrasound velocity atT.280 K.12

Although the chemical-potential shift and the transp
properties indicate that the Mott MIT occurs, no effecti
mass enhancement has been observed near the MI
La1.172xPbxVS3.17 in the electronic specific-heat coefficientg
nor in the photoemission spectral weight atm, %(m). Alter-
natively,%(m) is decreased towards the insulating phase
cause the pseudogap develops atm. With increasing tem-
perature, the pseudogap is rapidly filled. The behaviors
both the chemical-potential shift and the doping and te
perature dependence of%(m) are similar to those of the
high-Tc cuprate La22xSrxCuO4,7,26 rather than those of the
three-dimensional typical Mott MIT system
La12xSrxTiO3.5,4 Therefore, the present results suggest t
the dimensionality of the system is crucial to whether

FIG. 11. Schematic picture illustrating the evolution of the ele
tronic structure with increasing temperature for an insulat
sample.
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mass enhancement occurs or the pseudogap behavior i
served. Then, we consider a possible origin of the supp
sion of%(m) near MIT. For La22xSrxCuO4, the formation of
the large pseudogap is closely related to the antiferrom
netic correlation7 or singlet correlation.27 Thus, a singlet for-
mation of the V3 trimer may lead to the disappearance of t
electronic states aroundm. A Hubbard model calculation ha
shown that dimerization may reconcile the suppression of
chemical-potential shift with the absence of the ma
enhancement.23

In addition, the effect of structural disorder cannot be
nored in the filling-controlled systems. In particular, for th
present system, the parent insulator La1.01Pb0.16VS3.17 is non-
stoichiometric unlike the stoichiometric La2CuO4.28 ~Scrap-
ing sample surfaces may also introduces additional diso
for the present experiment.! When the carrier concentratio
is low, random potential leads to Anderson localizatio
Doped carriers just being localized are more strongly
fected by the long-range Coulomb interaction between e
trons, and a so-called ‘‘Coulomb gap’’ is formed atm. Efros
and Shklovskii theoretically predicted that long-range Co
lomb interaction in a disordered insulator drives the el
tronic states aroundm to form a soft gap:N(E)/N0(m)
5u(E2m)/DCu2, where N0(m) is noninteracting DOS a
m.29 Such a Coulomb gap has also been observed in
photoemission spectra of Fe3O4 and Ti4O7.30,31As seen from
Figs. 9 and 10, the leading edge of the V 3d band is broad-
ened and obscured for all the compositions. In particular,
the insulating samplesx50.15 and 0.17, the spectral inten
sity appears parabolic nearm, %(E)}(E2m)2 at low tem-
peratures, as shown in Fig. 10. In order to see this m
clearly, the spectra at low temperatures are plotted as a f
tion of the square of energy in Fig. 12. While the spectra
both metallic endsx50 and 0.35 are convex nearm, the
spectrum of the most insulating samplex50.15 shows a
straight portion over a wide energy range belowm, suggest-
ing the formation of a Coulomb gap. A small residual step
m for x50.15 indicates that the Coulomb-gap opening
incomplete, but it is difficult at present to judge whether th
is an intrinsic feature of the material or is due to small
sidual metallic regions in the sample. The spectral evolut
from the pseudogap to the Coulomb gap with decreas
carrier concentration is quite similar to that observed

-
g
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EVOLUTION OF THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE FROM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 195116 ~2004!
Fe3O4 and Ti4O7.30,31 In order to estimate the magnitude
DC, we simply assume that the noninteracting DOS,N0(m),
is given by the DOS of the band calculation of VS2.16 Then
we obtain;0.15 eV as an upper limit ofDC. Therefore,DC
appears comparable to the Mott insulting gap;0.07 eV.
The observed photoemission spectra suggest that the l
range Coulomb interaction has impact on the electro
states aroundm, and that the structural disorder is importa
in the La1.172xPbxVS3.17 system.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, photoemission experiments have revea
the evolution of the electronic structure across the fillin
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